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Abstract
Software Process Improvement needs sound
empirical data gathered from a range of empirical
studies such as controlled experiments or case studies.
However, conducting empirical studies is often costintensive; in particular in industrial environments.
Therefore, we need to find a way to balance cost and
value of empirical findings. In this paper, we discuss a
way of gathering required empirical data in Software
Engineering education programs. Although an
academic setting is not representative of industrial
organizations, the information gathered there can help
organizations to decide upon alternatives to improve
current software engineering processes. We describe
how a practical software engineering course for
graduate students at the University of Kaiserslautern
was used as a platform for validating software
development approaches. As there are specific
restrictions and constraints defined by this context, we
discuss how they influence the design of empirical
studies. In addition, we present a concrete example of
comparing product line approaches.

1. Introduction
Software Process Improvement (SPI) faces the
challenge to decide which Software Engineering
technique or approach is appropriate under which
circumstances. To be able to make such an informed
decision, SPI needs sound empirical data. However,
conducting empirical studies is costly; not only the
cost for planning and analyzing the study is high, but
also the subjects of studies sometimes have to be paid,
at least if they are professionals.
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Several attempts exist that aim at capturing
experience and making it available (through internet
portals) for industry; for example, the German ViSEK
and VSEK projects (www.software-kompetenz.de). In
particular, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) rely
on such portals, as they often do not have the resources
for conducting empirical studies and analyses.
However, it is often hard to find relevant empirical
evidence or experience. One reason is that the software
industry does either not collect such data, or is
unwilling to share it to maintain their technological
advantage. One possibility to close that gap is to
include studies conducted at universities. In this view,
empirical studies at universities open an additional
possibility to gain empirical knowledge.
In this paper, we present how Software
Engineering education programs at universities can be
used to conduct cost-effective studies. Although it can
be argued that students are not representative of
professional developers, the evidence gained there
allows valuable conclusions, and under certain
conditions, the difference between students and
professionals is quite small [8]. A second advantage of
such studies is that the participants can gather practical
experience in applying the technique or approach
under investigation; this can help to convince students
as well as researchers and practitioners of the
advantages of Software Engineering techniques and
approaches.
To illustrate the discussion, we present an example
of an evaluation of a software product line approach
that was conducted in the context of a practical course
at the University of Kaiserslautern.

The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows. Section 2. generally discusses the design of
empirical studies with respect to the restrictions of
academic courses. In Section 3., we introduce our SE
course, which covers the software development lifecycle. The description of a concrete empirical
validation is given in Section 4. We end this paper
with a conclusion and outlook in Section 5.

2. Using Experiments in Education
In the recent years, many empirical studies have
been conducted in Software Engineering field.
However, these studies have mostly been undertaken
in academic environments, still rare in industrial
settings.
In this section, we briefly introduce empirical
studies and discuss their advantages and
disadvantages. Then, we will elaborate how empirical
studies for research can be employed in Software
Engineering education.

2.1. Types of empirical studies
We distinguish between three types of studies,
according to Fenton and Pfleeger [6]:
• Controlled Experiments (Research in the small):
A controlled experiment is a rigorous, controlled
investigation of an activity. In a controlled
experiment, subjects are randomly assigned to
experimental conditions. The purpose is to study
the effect of changing one or more factors.
Therefore, the researcher compares at least two
experimental conditions (i.e., two different
treatments) against each other; for example, the
situation under investigation and a control situation.
Typically, controlled experiments are conducted
off-line in laboratory environments, but on-line
controlled experiments (i.e., experiments embedded
in a “real” project) are also possible.
•

Case Studies (Research in the typical): A case
study typically monitors a project or assignment.
Case studies are normally aimed at tracking a
specific attribute or establishing relationships
between different attributes. Case studies usually
monitor small but typical projects or assignments of
the organization, rather than trying to capture
information about all possible cases. Usually, case

studies do not compare the effects of different
treatments.
•

Surveys (Research in the large): Usually a
retrospective study to describe relations and
outcomes. This can be done by analyzing data from
past projects, or by asking people about their past
experiences (e.g., via interviews). We will not
consider surveys in the following, as they are
retrospective.

Usually, empirical studies take the form of either
small, controlled experiments at universities using
students, or case studies in industry (e.g., accompanied
by introduction of measurement programs). The first
case is popular because students are easily available
for academics (as they have to attend courses anyway),
don’t cost much, and because controlled experiments
can be done in a short time period; for example, as part
of a lecture. The second case is used often because
industrial organizations can afford to introduce and test
new ideas in small, low-risk projects (and extend them
later to other projects).
Both approaches carry advantages and risks. The
main advantage of controlled experiments is that they
offer higher significance of results (because more
variables can be controlled) compared to case studies.
For example, it is possible to control that the
participants do what they are supposed to do. For that
reason, it is possible to establish cause-effect
relationships, as it can be excluded (to a certain
degree) that an observed effect is caused by influence
factors that are out of control.
One main critique on controlled experiments is that
they only allow to study small, isolated effects of
technologies, not the ‘big picture’; that is, the
interaction of a technology with the whole
development process. Further, the typical participants
in controlled experiments are students. Although it can
be argued that students are not representative of
professional developers, many useful lessons can be
learned through university experiments [3][4].
Moreover, a recent study by Höst et al. [8] showed that
the difference between students and professionals are
sometimes only minor. They conclude that, under
certain conditions, students are even representative for
professional developers.
Case studies, in contrast, offer the advantage that
they allow to examine approaches that cover large
parts of the software lifecycle, as well as side-effects

of technologies (both of which can usually not be
examined in controlled experiments).
The weakness of case studies is that the control
over the study is lower: They are usually “real”
projects, so the experimenter may not be able to
influence project goals as much as s/he would like.
Further, they cover a longer time period than
controlled experiments, which makes it impossible to
control some aspects (such as developer fluctuation)
that may have an influence on the result. Thus, it is
usually not possible to establish a cause-effect
relationship with a case study alone, as the observed
effect could be caused by other factors than the
examined one. Moreover, the generalizability of results
is lower for case studies than for controlled
experiments, as the results are usually only valid for
the specific situation the study was conducted in. That
means that results of case studies are only applicable
within the context in which they were conducted, and
it is hard to predict the results in a different
organization, even in a different project.
However, although case studies in industrial
environments offer several advantages, they are
usually cost-intensive. Gathering reliable empirical
data to compare Software Engineering approaches is
effort-intensive and time-consuming. The reason is
that, to allow comparisons, several teams are needed
that concurrently and independently apply the same or
an alternative approach. In industry, this can take the
form of a sister project (i.e., a project that has the same
objective but follows a different approach) [6]. As a
sister project is not productive (it duplicates work of
the reference project), it is associated with high cost.
This is why usually, case studies in industry are
conducted in real project, and their results are—at
best—compared to a company baseline. In such a
comparison, the cost is lower than with a sister project,
but it is not clear how representative the project is; that
is, how close it is to the company baseline.

2.2. Empirical Studies and Education
In this section, we describe how empirical studies
can be conducted in Software Engineering education.
We distinguish between industrial and academic
studies; the former are conducted with practitioners in
industry, the latter usually with students in a university
setting. The problem of an industrial study is that it is

often very expensive. There are also several critical
threats to the validity of industrial studies. Contextual
independence is hard to realize in the same
organizations, long duration is expensive, people
communicate with each other, people object to process
changes, and competition among teams and mangers
are common. Thus industrial studies are conducted
with experienced people, have low statistical
significance and high personnel cost, but the results are
representative of the target environment; i.e., industry.
Academic studies usually use students as subjects
who participate in a university course; the main
objective of the study is therefore that the students
gather practical experience in applying Software
Engineering techniques and approaches. Academic
studies are conducted with inexperienced students,
have medium to high statistical significance (as
potentially many students participate) and low
personnel cost; however, the results are not necessarily
representative of industry.
At the Software Engineering Research Group at the
University of Kaiserslautern, we differentiate between
short-term controlled experiments in a laboratory
setting that are conducted as part of a lecture and longterm case studies spanning a whole practical course
over approximately 14 weeks. The controlled
experiments are carried out as part of a lecture, using at
most four lecture slots of 90 minutes each of with
approximately 30 to 70 students. Software
development processes that influence many parts of a
software development project over a long period of
time are not suitable to be evaluated in these kinds of
studies. A long-term case study is conducted within a
practical course with about 15 students over the time
span of a whole semester. These practical courses
cover the whole lifecycle of a product; therefore, it is
possible to evaluate software engineering approaches
and processes that span or influence the whole project.
From the point of view of education, empirical
studies provide several advantages for students. First,
they can provide a practical training in state-of-the-art
techniques (e.g., as part of an inspection experiment).
Thus, it is possible to teach techniques better through
practical application. Second, the data gained in the
empirical study can be used to convince students of
advantages of techniques. That is, because they are
able to experience effects of their actions.

From the scientific point of view, empirical studies
in education provide valuable contributions in
comparing and evaluating techniques. Thereby, some
technologies can be examined in experiments (such as
inspections), while others (e.g., processes such as XP)
can be examined only in case studies.
Although university students are not always
representative of developers, successful university
experiments can serve as indicator for industry that a
technique or method is worthwhile examining in more
detail. Hence a university environment is able to
provide valuable insight into the benefits and risks of
techniques and methods. This is especially true
because there (and only there) it is possible (at low
cost) to repeat experiments in subsequent courses and
thus add significance to the observed effects. As the
participating students change every year, results in
such empirical studies can be a good indicator of the
potential of a technique or method. Additionally,
insight gained into techniques during university
experiments can be used to improve them.

3.

Educational context

In this section, we describe the environment in
which we conduct the long-term case studies
mentioned in the previous section. At the University of
Kaiserslautern computer science students have to
participate in practical courses during their study. We
used this course to establish a laboratory as a way to
teach our students the basics of Software Engineering
(SE). Since its start in 1996 it is simultaneously used as
a platform to evaluate SE methods and tools of the
local research groups AGSE1, SFB 5012, and IESE3
[13].
The goal of the laboratory is that the students
gather practical experience in applying basic SE
methods from analysis, design, implementation, and
integration as well as verification and validation [9].
To train these methods the laboratory uses a building
automation system, which was created in the
laboratory and evolved from year to year. As part of
the course, the students shall experience object1
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AGSE: Software Engineering Research Group at the University
of Kaiserslautern.
SFB 501: Special Research Project for the Development of
Large Generic Systems.
IESE: Fraunhofer Institute Experimental Software Engineering.

oriented software development in a team and learn
about the difference between programming-in-thelarge and programming-in-the-small [12]. Students
have to attend at least one practical course after their
preliminary diploma (the first 4 semesters of a 9
semester diploma study).

3.1. Participants
The course is supervised by an academic instructor,
a student assistant, and (potentially) a scientist who
wants to conduct an experiment. For backup purposes
the supervisors are supported by various experts for
the applied methods, tools and experimental issues
from the local research groups.
One goal of the course is to simulate a small
project and to teach the students to work in teams. In
the last five courses the number of participants ranged
from 10 to 25 students grouped into teams of three or
four. The students are not restricted to work in a
special course room at a given time. An exception
from this is the course meeting once a week.
Teams
Typically, most of the teams do not have to be
assigned by the supervisors. Often a group of friends
registers for the course and wants to work together.
The advantage of these natural teams is that they know
each other, which helps them to coordinate their
meetings and tasks in the course more efficiently. This
is particularly important because they are allowed to
work when and wherever they want (e.g. at home late
at night). Therefore, to observe the work of more
realistic teams, it is typically recommended to stick
with the natural groups instead of setting up new
teams, for example, to get more equally skilled groups
of students.
Subjects
Consequently, as we usually form natural teams,
we use a questionnaire to evaluate and compare the
skills of the individual participants and the different
teams. The essential conclusions drawn from the
analysis of the questionnaires are the same for every
course: Typically, students have basic knowledge
about Software Engineering, but only little practical
experience with the skills needed for the development
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The software used in the practical course is a
reactive system for building automation that was
created for and evolved within the course.
Additionally, a simulator and testing environment with
appropriate hardware are available for testing the
system.
The building that is controlled by the software
consists of an arbitrary number of floors and rooms
that have various sensors and actors. Figure 1 shows a
typical office room with the existing sensors, actors,
and the control panel. This panel is used by a person
(e.g. a clerk) to set variables of the software system.
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Figure 1. Layout of a room including sensors
Software Documentation
To document this building automation system we
created a software documentation that is written in
natural language (German) and modeled in UML using
StP™ (“Software through Pictures” by Aonix). As a
comprehensive documentation it currently comprises
of about 1500 pages of natural text and UML
diagrams. The sourcecode was written right from the
start in C++ and had grown to more than 80 classes
with about 22 kLoC. In 2000 it was refactored [7] and

The task for the students in our practical course is
to maintain and extend the existing software system.
Typical changes are corrective, adaptive or perfective
maintenance. Therefore, each document, from
requirements to code, has to be modified.
As an example, the schedule for the practical
course in 2001 is listed in Table 1, during which we
evaluated a product line approach. After each phase,
the students meet with the academic instructor. The
goal of the meeting is to present both the tasks for the
new phase and the results of the previous phase,
including the modified documents and the inspection
results.
Table 1: Timeplan for the course
Phase

Task

Time

Introduction

Training with the tools.

1 Week

Analysis

Analysis of the system and new

2 Weeks

requirements as well as the modification
of the documentation.
Change

Verification of the changes.

1 Week

Verification
Design

Design of a solution and modification of 2 Weeks

the design document.
Design

Verification of the changes as well as a 1 Week

Verification

consistency check with the requirement
document.

Coding

Implementation and modification of the 1 Week
unit sourcecode.

Code

Verification of the changes as well as a 1 Week

Verification

consistency check with the design document.

Unit Test

Construction of test programs and exe- 1 Week
cution of unit test cases.

Integration Test Construction of test programs (e.g. stubs 1 Week
and drivers) and execution of
integration test cases.
User Test

Execution of the user test cases and

1 Week

final presentation

Students receive each abstraction of the
documentation (i.e. requirements, design, source) right
before the respective phase starts. This assures that no
knowledge that is encoded in a more detailed
document is available at an earlier phase; that is, while
changing the system design, they have no knowledge
how the current design is implemented in the code.

4. Validation
Approach

of

the

Product

Line

In this section, we report on a validation performed
in the setting described above. After providing some
background information, we describe the particular
design of the course and analyze the achieved results.

4.1. Background
In 1996, the Fraunhofer Institute Experimental
Software Engineering (IESE) started to build up
competence in the area of software product line
engineering. Since then, these technologies were
applied in numerous industrial transfer projects. With
respect to the idea of experimental software
engineering, however, there has been a lack of
empirical data on experience gained with product line
approaches. The reason for that is that product line
engineering represents a totally different development
approach than single system development, the
approach mostly used in industry. Therefore, product
line engineering changes nearly everything: processes

and products. Product line engineering splits the
overall life-cycle into two main phases: domain
engineering and application engineering. During
domain engineering, assets are constructed to be
reused by applications in the particular domain. During
application engineering these assets are reused to
construct specific applications. One of the most
interesting questions with a product line approach is:
How big is the required initial investment to construct
a useful reuse infrastructure, and which improvements
(effort, time-to-market, quality, etc.) can be achieved
with it? Especially for small and medium-sized
companies such an investment is typically not
acceptable. Hence, Fraunhofer IESE developed a
lightweight product line approach that facilitates an
evolutionary transition to software product lines, that
is, distributing the required investment across several
projects.

4.2. Design
In order to initially validate the lightweight
approach for product line engineering, we decided to
perform a quasi-experiment in the context of the onesemester practical course on software engineering
described above. Thereby, a quasi-experiment is an
experiment with lower control; in particular, the
researcher is not able to assign participants randomly
to experimental groups [2]. Fourteen graduate students
from the computer science department at the
University of Kaiserslautern were enrolled in this
course. Previous to the practical course, most of the
students had attended a one-semester class on the basic
principles of software engineering and object-oriented
modeling. The four teams, each consisting of three to
four students, concurrently developed a product line of
air-conditioning systems to compare the performance
of the lightweight product line approach (Evolutionary
Process), and the traditional, domain-analysis-based
approach,. Full details of the case study are provided in
[10]. Here we provide a brief presentation of the case
study and its results.
The duration of the course was 14 weeks and the
effort typically spent by students on such a course is
ten hours per week. Hence, it is a challenge to
investigate product line engineering within the given
time and effort limitations. Consequently, we limited
the usage of product line technology to the requirement
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Figure 3. Course Design
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and design phases of development and required only
one of the variants be implemented by the students.
The design of the case study is depicted in Figure 3.
Two groups followed an evolutionary product line
strategy: that is, they first modeled the requirements of
a single system, designed it, successively integrated the
second and the third variant, instantiated their generic
models, and implemented one variant. The other two
teams directly analyzed the requirements of all three
systems, created a generic design covering all three
variants, instantiated their generic models, and
implemented the same variant as the first two groups.
Table 2: Feature definitions for the airconditioning domain
Feature Choice

Definition

Ventilation automatic The ventilation slots are opened and closed
Slots

automatically and autonomously by the system
to let or stop cool air streaming into the room.
manual

The user in a room can overrule the system by
open or close the ventilation slots manually via
an external control device in the room.

Window- isolated

The air-conditioning is always responsible for

based

cooling the air down when the temperature is

Cooling

too high.
coupled

turned off (e.g. in winter time)
intelligent .The air-conditioning system automatically turns

Instantiation

Evolutionary Process

stant except when the system is completely

The air-conditioning system is more integrated
with overall building automation system and
thus when the temperature outside is lower than
inside, the windows are opened to cool the room
down instead of using the air-conditioning.

Unit Power constant The power of the air-conditioning system is con-

cooled down by the system and vice versa.

4.3. Analysis
A general result of the case study is that both
approaches enabled all teams to model a software
product line after a single day of training.
Independently of the concrete effort data, the students
developed a family of air-conditioning systems in 14
weeks. The students were convinced that the
implementation of the other two variants would not
consume major effort. Hence, the students experienced
the benefits of a product line approach directly - they
developed three similar systems in the same time than
usually a single system was developed in the years
before.
The measured effort data does not only show the
high up-front investment required for the analysisdriven approach but also that this approach offers the
lowest effort for future systems (compare with data
published in [14]). In summary, the results from
experiments back-up the theoretical models for the
cost-effectiveness of the alternatives product-line
strategies, and confirm the predicted benefits of
incremental and lightweight migration strategies.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown how Software
Engineering education programs can be used to
evaluate Software Engineering approaches. We
demonstrated this with an example evaluation of a
software product line approach.
The validation of the product line approach showed
two things: on one hand, the described practical course
was a successful vehicle for educating students in the
product line approach. The students experienced the
benefits of product line engineering by developing
three variants in the same time span in which other
student teams developed single systems only. On the
other hand, the effort data collected within the course
closely matches published data from industrial
contexts. Hence, the practical course provides results
that, to a certain extend, can be transferred to industrial
contexts.

Due to the gained results in validating a whole
software development approach rather than single
techniques only, we will continue the work in
validating development approaches within the
described context. In the future, we will utilize more
systematically a series of subsequent courses to get
more significant or complimentary results. For
instance, the same product line development is
repeated to add more significance to the initial results,
or other aspects of the product line approach are
validated to get a more complete picture of the
advantages and risks involved in the product line
approach.
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